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Abstract

In Standard Arabic, object markers and subject markers behave differently, although they share some properties. We are concerned here by their morphosyntactic status; whether they are arguments or agreement markers. The status of object markers is not an issue by itself, but the status of subject markers is one. The agreement asymmetries lead us to stipulate that, when subject markers are doubled by NPs whether these NPs are coordinated or not, they are agreement markers and not arguments. This analysis is implemented by means of an applicative combinatory categorial grammar (ACCG).

1. The Arabic Pronominal System

In standard Arabic, there are two sets of elements that can be qualified as pronominal forms: independent forms and conjunctive forms. These two sets differ in terms of their function. The independent forms, which we refer to as independent pronouns, are phonologically and morphologically independent proforms and replace nominal phrases. Conjunctive forms, which will be referred to as argument markers, borrowed from Auger (1994), are prosodically deficient morphemes that encode the argument properties with which they are associated or that they replace. The two forms may change referents, refer to topics, or be classified according to their morphosyntactic properties, consistent with the definition of pronouns proposed by Bresnan (2001).

In (1) is an example of an independent pronoun “?iyyaaka” (you, accusative), in (2a), an argument marker, in this case the object marker “-ka” (you) and in (2b), a subject marker “-naa” (1MP):

(1) ?iyyaaka n- a3bud -u
You(ACC) 1P- adore.IMP -Ind
"It is you that we adore" (Qur’an)

(2) a. n- a3bud -u -ka
1P- adore.IMP -Ind -you
“We adore you”
b. xaraj -naa
leave.PER -1P
“We leave.”

2. Argument Markers

Argument markers make up a homogeneous group when compared to independent pronouns. Subject markers and object markers thus present certain distributional similarities to one another, one of which can be found in conjunctions. Argument markers, whether subject or object, cannot in fact subordinate one another, and must rather be repeated on their hosts, such as in the verbs of the following examples:

(3) a. *ra?ay -tu -hu wa -haa
see.PER -1S -him and -her
b. ra?ay -tu -hu wa ra?ay -tu -haa
see.PER -1S -him and see.PER -1S -her
“I saw him and I saw her.”
c. * ji? -tu wa -ta
come.PER -1S and -2MS
d. ji? -tu wa ji? -ta
come.PER -1S and come.PER -2MS
“I came and you came.”

From a purely phonological point of view, another resemblance may be observed since subject markers, just like object markers, cannot be stressed, focused, or otherwise emphasized, as pointed out by Bloch (1986) and Eloussfourri (1998). They are always pragmatically...
neutral and only their independent equivalents may be stressed. 

However, argument markers present several differences that allow them to be split into two distinct groups. Among these differences, there are several of particular importance for the hosts. Object markers may appear on several types of hosts (verbs, prepositions, nouns and functional heads) while subject markers have only one possible host: the verb. Furthermore, purely morphologically speaking, only subject markers are included in the morphological boundaries of their hosts while object markers are excluded and agglutinate to already morphologically well-formed words.

These resemblances and these differences lead us to question the morphosyntactic status of these markers: are they argument markers or agreement markers? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to observe the behaviour of these units in contexts where they co-occur with independent pronouns and noun phrases.

3. The Status of Argument Markers

Let us first clarify what we mean by agreement marker and argument marker. We define the agreement marker as an element devoid of a proper syntactic function. This element refers to another with which it shares certain grammatical features in a given configuration (Auger, 1994). The agreement marker is therefore usually part of a word (or a phrase) that itself satisfies a syntactic function.

We define a syntactic argument here as being a linguistic object selected by, and so complement of, another constituent.

There are several contexts that allow us to address the question of the morphosyntactic status of argument markers. The cases of interest are either those of doubling or dislocation. Even if the dislocation is tied in with the doubling in terms common features, it is distinguished by an intonational break (or pause) which places the dislocated element in a peripheral position that produces certain pragmatic effects, such as emphasis.

The following examples illustrate cases of dislocation and doubling. In (4a), the dislocation involves the object marker –hu (him) and, in this type of dislocation, the NP dislocated to the left is in the nominative. In (4b), the dislocation involves the subject marker –uu (3MP). As with the previous example, the NP dislocated to the left is in the nominative.

(4) a. ?ar- rajul -u ra?ay -tu -hu
the- man -NOM see.PER -1S -him
“The man, I saw him.”

b. ?ar- rijaal -u jaa? -uu
the- men -NOM come.PER -3MP
“The men, they came.”

Example (5a) illustrates doubling of the subject marker –hu (3FS) by an NP while example (5b) illustrates the impossibility of doubling of an object marker, here –hu (him).

(5) a. jaa? -at ?al- banaat -u
come.PER -3F the- girls -NOM
“The girls came.”

see.PER -1S -him the- boy –ACC

Observe that only subject markers may be doubled by NPs, and (5b) with the object marker is ungrammatical. In the case of the object marker, only the dislocated form is possible (4a). Moreover, and this is particularly interesting, the doubling in the case of the subject marker has an effect on the agreement. As can be seen in (5a), the agreement is only made in terms of gender. It is therefore a case of impoverished agreement. The dislocation links these two types of units since the agreement is made in gender and number (rich agreement) (in (4a) and (4b)), as much for subject markers as for the object markers.

Bresnan and Mchombo (1986) distinguish two types of agreement: grammatical agreement and anaphoric agreement. In grammatical agreement between an NP and a subject marker, the NP is the argument of the verb while the marker redundantly expresses the person, the number and the gender of this NP. In anaphoric agreement, on the other hand, the marker is an incorporated pronominal argument and the co-referential NP is therefore not an argument; it functions as a focus or topic of the proposition or of the discursive structure. The authors provide several tests to distinguish between these two types of agreement, such as locality, the status (peripheral vs central) of the NP co-indexed with the marker, and the membership of the language under study to a given type.

These tests, particularly that of locality (grammatical agreement is always local) lead us to conclude that object markers are arguments since they are never doubled and the only agreement relations they exhibit are of the anaphoric type and non-local by definition (the same definition as for dislocation). Where subject markers are concerned, these tests lead us to conclude that they present a functional ambiguity: depending on the context, they may be agreement markers or arguments. It was therefore warranted to take a closer look at the data to decide if it was a case of grammatical agreement or anaphoric agreement. It was consequently appropriate to examine the conjoined structures that introduce, in a certain way, an extra level of agreement.

---

1 See (Jebali, 2009) for application of these tests and the empirical details.
4. Coordination

Our objective was not to account for coordinate structures as such. We were interested rather in the asymmetries of the agreement.

Take the schema VSm NP and NP. Theoretically, it is possible that the agreement be made in gender and number with the sum of the values of the conjuncts. This is what we find in the case of the dislocation in (6) for example:

(6) jaa? -aa, 'al-bint -u wa l-walad -u
come.PER -3MD, the- girl -NOM and the- boy
-NOM
“They came, the girl and the boy.”

This corresponds with what we find in the case of a dislocation without coordination (4b), where the agreement is made in both gender and number.

Another possibility would be for the agreement to be impoverished (as we found in the case of non-coordinated reduplication), but still agreeing in terms of gender with the sum of the conjuncts.

(7) *jaa? -a 'al-banaat -u wa l-'awlaad -u
come.PER -3M the- girls -NOM and the- boys
-NOM

The Standard Arabic data, with regards to the type of doubling of interest here, place us before a particular agreement. Indeed, on the one hand, while the first conjunct is an NP, the agreement is not made with sum of the values of the two conjuncts, but only with the first conjunct; on the other hand, this agreement with the first conjunct is impoverished (gender agreement only, just as in contexts without coordination). If Standard Arabic and the dialects of Arabic’s data differ in terms of agreement in gender and number, the fact that in a coordinate structure, agreement is only made with the first conjunct should be found in the two varieties (Aoun et al., 1994, 1999).

The following example illustrates this particular behaviour. Here, the subject marker –at (3F) attached to the verb xaraj (to go out) agrees only in gender with the first conjunct al-banaatu (the girls) remaining in the singular form, therefore not agreeing with the sum of the values of the two conjuncts (two plurals, one of which being masculine should have given an agreement with the plural masculine, carrying out a calculation of the features), as was the case with the dislocated structures in (6).

(8) xaraj -at al- banaat -u wa al- ?awlaad -u
leave.PER -3F the- girls -NOM and the- boys
-NOM
“They and the boys left.”

Moreover, when the first conjunct is an independent pronoun, the agreement made with it is rich (gender and number), illustrated in the following example:

(9) xaraj -na hunna wa al- ?awlaad -u
leave.PER -3FP they(FP-NOM) and the- boys
-NOM
“They (FP) left, they (FP) and the boys.”

With regards to the difference between independent pronouns and an NP, we may call on what has been proposed by several authors, such as Harbert and Bahloul (1992) and, with certain nuances, Bouchard (2002): pronouns inherently encode number while nouns acquire this feature in context. It is therefore not surprising that the pronoun, when it is the first conjunct, entails an agreement in gender and number, while the NP entails an impoverished agreement, only in gender.

Other work, namely Aoun et al. (1994, 1999), addresses the question by stipulating that coordination in Arabic is phrasal. It is thus proposed that the structure is VSm NP [and NP], which would explain how the agreement is only made with the first agreement. However, these authors examined this question by stressing contemporary Arabic dialects (especially Moroccan Arabic and Lebanese Arabic), which limits the extension of their analysis to Standard Arabic. Moreover, they do not establish the differences between doubling and dislocation (especially with independent pronouns).

The data on coordinate structures, whatever the analysis adopted to account for coordination in Arabic, show us that subject markers enter into the same type of impoverished agreement relationship in the case of doubling as the postponed nominal, be it a single element or two coordinated elements.

In light of the tests proposed by Bresnan and Mchombo (1986) to account for the anaphoric agreement/grammatical agreement opposition on the one hand, and on the other hand, the behaviour of subject markers in a

---

2 V: verb, Sm: subject marker.
3 As we can see, the marker is dual masculine, since in Standard Arabic the masculine overrides the feminine.
4 In the non-coordinated cases, as in (5a), in Arabic dialects, the marker would be in plural.
5 We hope to address this question in future work.
doubling context (with coordinate NPs or not), we can conclude that they are indeed agreement markers.  

5. Implantation by means of an applicative combinatory categorial grammar

The categorial grammar model is founded on explicit logical rules, substituting a purely surface linguistic analysis for an inferential logical calculation. Relying more on the notion of surface structure, it leads to a logical form in order to express meaning. This model has the advantage of being able to represent the intricacies of phrasal units by way of the operation of the application of an operator to its operand, a universal representation itself. Somewhat forgotten since Husserl (the concepts of categorems and syncategorems), Lesniewski (semantic categories), Adjukiewics, Bar-Hillel and Lambek (Lambek’s calculus), the 70s, 80s and 90s witnessed a veritable explosion of work and research in the domain of Categorial Grammars. The “collective” can be dubbed “Flexible Categorial Grammars”, represented by Montague’s model of Universal Grammar for a categorial syntax and denotational semantics, by Steedman’s Combinatory Categorial Grammar associating a categorial syntactic analysis and a construction of functional semantics interpretation by way of lambda-calculus, by Harris’ analysis and a construction of functional semantics Categorial Grammar associating a categorial syntactic denotational semantics, by Steedman’s Combinatory Universal Grammar for a categorial syntax and grammars. The most recent work includes exploratory analyses for non-Indo-European languages, such as relative constructions in Turkish (Bozsahin, 2002), complement forms in –te in Japanese (Kubota, 2007) and nominal phrases in Arabic (Anoun, 2006).

For the purposes of our instantiation, we use the Applicative Combinatory Categorial Grammar model. In this model, linguistic units, at the level of morphosyntactic structures, are considered to be operators or operands and are translated at the level of predicative structures in formal logical expressions of combinatory logic (Curry, 1958; Shaumyan, 1998). As well as verifying the soundness of syntactic connections of utterances, this model permits, by way of formal rules, the explicit connection between morphosyntax to its predicative representation. Several rules are presented below. The premise of each rule is the concatenation of linguistic units with categorial types. The consequence of each rule is an expression of a typical applicative with the possible introduction of a combinator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rules of Application</th>
<th>[X/Y : u1] [Y : u2] &gt; [Y : u1] [X/Y : u2] &lt; [X : (u1 u2)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rules of type change</td>
<td>[X : u] &gt;T [Y/(Y/X) : (C* u)] [Y : u1] &lt;T [Y(Y/X) : (C* u)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combinators B and C* are associated to introduction and deletion rules (β-reduction) which are the following (U1, U2, U3, U4 being typical applicatives that behave either as operators or operands):

Let us show, now, how we can give an account, by means of ACCG, of markers of arguments in Arabic and more particularly subject markers and the coordination of subject markers. The major challenge is the addition of morphological information on gender and number to categories.

\[
\begin{align*}
n- & \quad \text{a3bud} -u - \text{ka} \\
&S(N^\text{n})/(S(N^\text{3sm})/N^\text{n}) & & \quad \text{-----} & \quad \text{-----} & \quad \text{-----} \\
&S((S(N^\text{n})/N^\text{n})/S(N^\text{3sm})) & & \quad \text{---------} & \quad \text{---------} & \quad \text{---------} \\
&S & & \quad \text{---------} & \quad \text{---------} & \quad \text{---------} \\

Note that N^\text{n} (respectively N^\text{n}) is a class name acting as a subject (object, respectively). Within the statement (2.a),

---

6 Subject markers behave like arguments in the other contexts and therefore enter into an anaphoric relation.
Category $N_{3sm}$ typifies a noun acting as subject of 3rd person masculine singular. $N_{1sm}$ typifies a noun acting as object of 1st person singular masculine. *-haa are of different categories. The first marker refers to an object of masculine gender while the second refers to an object of feminine gender.

The categorial analysis of the statement (3.a) fails when we apply coordination. Indeed, the object markers -hu and -haa are of different categories. The first marker refers to an object of masculine gender while the second refers to an object of feminine gender.

The repetition of the verb ra?ay in (3.b) is necessary for coordination to be possible. Coordination is applied, in this case, to two sentences.

In the case of Example (8) -at is considered as an operator which operates on the verb xaraj in order to construct a complex operator whose operand is a subject of the 3rd person and of feminine gender.

In the case of the example (9) -na is considered as an operator which operates on the verb xaraj in order to construct a complex operator whose operand is a subject-pronoun of feminine gender and of the 3rd plural person.
6. Conclusion

We have shown that the behavior of argument markers changes according to whether they appear in a dislocation or a doubling configuration. In the first case, we observe a rich agreement whether we be in the presence of a subject or an object marker. In the second case, on the one hand, the doubling is only possible with subject markers and, on the other hand, the resulting agreement is impoverished. Thus we are in presence of a type of grammatical and non-anaphoric agreement, and the subject markers in this case are agreement markers, whether the NPs are coordinated or not. An implementation by means of the applicative combinatory categorial grammar has been done. We have proved that in the general framework of categorial grammars it is possible to give an account for the analysis of argument markers in Arabic. We believe that the analysis of Arabic cannot be done without an account for the morphological phenomena. While only a few attempts integrate morphology to categorial analysis and were strongly criticized, our implementation does this and our results show that we are able to conceptualize the information relating to gender, number and person in categorical types. We have now to decide on which structure to adopt for coordination (phrasal or not) and consider if, as Aoun et al. (1994, 1999) have proposed, it can explain the agreement with the first conjunct when the NPs are coordinated.
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